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Visioner och framtidsbilder
The human condition can almost be summed up
in the observation that, whereas all experiences
are of the past, all decisions are about the future.
The image of the future, therefore, is the key to
all choice-oriented behavior. The character and
quality of the images of the future which prevail
in a society are therefore the most important
clue to its overall dynamics.
Kenneth Boulding, Foreword in The Image of the
Future, Fred Polak, 1973.

Optimism is a political act,
challenging as it does the
primary defense of the status
quo – that change is impossible.
Alex Steffen, www.worldchanging.com
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Figure 2.

Positioning sustainable development in education within two force fields.
Jickling, B., & Wals, A. E. J. (2008). Globalization and environmental
education: looking beyond sustainable development. Journal of Curriculum
Studies, 40(1), 1–21. doi:10.1080/00220270701684667

Sammanhanget

The Anthropocene
En ny geologisk tidsålder, där människor
är den mest betydelsefulla drivaren av
förändring

www.anthropocene.info

Exponentiell tillväxt

Dynamic complexity [defined by cause and
effect being distant in space and time]

Social complexity [defined by conflicting
interests, cultures, and worldviews among
diverse stakeholders]

Emerging complexity [defined by disruptive
patterns of innovation and change in situations
in which the future cannot be predicted and
addressed by the patterns of the past]

Hyper-complex problems
Scharmer, C.O. 2009. Theory U. Leading from the Future as it
Emerges. San Francisco: Berrett-Koehler Publishers. pp. 342-343.
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Transformation
[physical and/or qualitative changes in form,
structure or meaning-making] (Folke et al.,
2010; Nelson et al., 2007; Pelling, 2011)
[psycho-social process involving the unleashing
of human potential to commit, care and effect
change for a better life] (Sharma, 2007)

O'Brien, K., 2012. Global environmental change II: From adaptation to
deliberate transformation. Progress in Human Geography, 36(5), pp.667–676.
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Hållbar utveckling
Från en vetenskap om miljöförstöring och
ekologiska gränser till en vetenskap om social
förändring/transformation?
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Figure 1. Mapping of views on sustainable development
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Eco- centred
Source: Hopwood, B., Mellor, M. & O'Brien, G., 2005. Sustainable development:
mapping different approaches. Sustainable Development, 13(1), pp.38–52.

Sust. Dev. 13, 38–52 (2005)
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Dekaden för ESD
”In the negotiations about the Danish strategy
for the ‘Decade for ESD’, [well-known tensions of
sustainable development were] deliberately
rejected by the Ministry of Education, which
instead adopted an approach according to which
ESD is only a matter of science education and
behavioural campaigns related to climate
change.”
Læssøe, J. (2010). Education for sustainable development, participation and
socio-cultural change. Environmental Education Research, 16(1), 39–57.

Pluralism och handlingsutrymme
Table 2 Four analytical lenses for studying barriers in the governance of adaptation
Governance as problem solving

Governance as competing
values and interests

Governance as institutional
interaction

Governance as dealing with
structural constraints

Governance philosophy

Optimist

Realist

Realist

Pessimist

Possible sources of barriers

Human, organizational, and
management error

Diverging frames, ideologies,
and preferences

Institutional misfits across scales
and sectors

Structural error, blurred by the
interactive complexity of the
system

Governance design flaws

Conflicting perspectives on
problems and solutions

Failing, lacking, eroding, or unshared
Decoupling between temporal,
institutional rules, checks, and balances spatial, and functional
components of the system

Examples from ARK
programme

Institutional voids to support ARK
Lack of knowledge for decision Disagreement on the key
programme, fragmented networks
making, lack of resources, lack problems and solutions,
and policy games, low political
conflicting interests and
of skills, lack of policy
leadership
instruments for implementation policy agendas, metacultural frame conflicts,
strategic struggles, reframing
of adaptation debate

Examples from ARK
programme

Collect more knowledge through None attempted
Routeplanner project, start new
research programmes, avoid
decision making, merge with
Delta Programme

Search for openings through institutional Expose the capitalist system as
design for process and outcome
structurally flawed and reduce
dependence on the system
None attempted

None attempted

When I was a boy,
I had an inquisitive mind.
To every question an answer
I strove hard to find.
I found lots of them,
all cherished and put aside.

Today I look at the bunch:
The varnish is peeling
and you know what?
There are more questions inside!

Biesbroek, G. R., Termeer, C. J. A. M., Klostermann, J. E. M., & Kabat, P.
(2013). Analytical lenses on barriers in the governance of climate change
adaptation. Mitigation and Adaptation Strategies for Global Change.

Mitig Adapt Strateg Glob Change

Search for openings in
Possible ways of intervening Educate people, reorganize,
optimization of the governance interaction through frame
reflection and negotiation
process

Short-termism favoured over
long-term climate change,
changes in context, technocracy
in government, intergovernmental
efforts as window-dressing

”One wonders whether current approaches to
climate change adaptation represent a new form
of environmental determinism, in that many
now consider it easier to accept future
temperature increases of up to 4°C or more
within this century (along with other
environmental and social changes) than to
pursue transformative strategies to avoid such
changes.”
Karen O’Brien (2012), ” Global environmental change II:
From adaptation to deliberate transformation”

‘Politics of choice’
”‘Epistemological pluralism’ serves to illuminate
potential futures and open up the choices they
involve for deliberation, rather than dictate
them. Such a ‘politics of choice’ is predicated on
not just the recognition but the positive
encouragement of difference.”

Healy, S. (2003). Epistemological pluralism and the “politics of choice.”
Futures, 35(7), 689–701.

Three techniques of doing thinking:

• ontological reframing to produce the ground
of possibility;

• re-reading to uncover or excavate the
possible; and

• creativity to generate actual possibilities
where none formerly existed.
Gibson-Graham (2008)

Gibson-Graham, J.-K. (2008). Diverse economies: performative practices for
`other worlds'. Progress in Human Geography, 32(5)
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‘Self-deceptive simulation’ [Democratic ESD ”will
probably take place in ways influenced by special
interests, power relations, and the ecological
modernisation discourse” that will ”seriously influence
the organisation and content of the participatory
process and thus the learning outcomes”]

Konsensus och laissez-faire [”caused an almost total
neglect of individual ambivalences, structural barriers
and potential social conflicts related to the challenge
of sustainable development”]

Missar intressekonflikter [bottom-up approaches to
sustainable development ”may interfere with
sustainable development as an issue which actually
directly implies a need to contest people’s narrow
personal and local interests”.]
Læssøe, J. (2010). Education for sustainable development, participation and
socio-cultural change. Environmental Education Research, 16(1)

crude ‘anything goes’ relativism [”All preferences are
equally valid, or are at least equally valid from some
particular perspective. The plea for pluralism might
lead to this kind of relativism when in the end it is
accepted that any perspective or position on
sustainability or sustainable development is a good as
any other one, that your view on sustainability is as
true as mine and that I would be wrong to critique
yours, and while it might be wrong from my
perspective, it might be right from yours.”]

heuristic relativism [takes place when people ‘travel
some distance beyond their own position in order to see
reality from another point of view’]
Wals, A. E. J. (2010). Between knowing what is right and knowing that is it
wrong to tell others what is right: on relativism, uncertainty and democracy
in environmental and sustainability education. Environmental Education
Research, 16(1), 143–151. doi:10.1080/13504620903504099

Vägar vidare

Dilemman [’instead of reducing participatory ESD to
eco-technical actions where there are no obstacles, it
could face and address the many dilemmas of
sustainable development’]

Oenighet [‘Instead of the demand for consensusbased collaboration between different agents, the
need to highlight and confront diverging norms,
values, interests and constructions of reality could be
stressed’]

Överlägganden [’in order to overcome the narrow
interpretation of action as the opposite of debate,
there is a need to provide time and space for
participation in deliberations’]
Læssøe, J. (2010). Education for sustainable development, participation and
socio-cultural change. Environmental Education Research, 16(1), 39–57.
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Nedladdning

Debatt

‘talking nice’
hövlig, försiktig
säg inte vad du tänker
lyssnande, projicerande
följer reglerna

‘talking tough’ - clash
‘jag är min åsikt’
lyssnar från utsidan
konfronterar regler

företräde för
delarna

återuppspelande av mönster från det förgångna
Scharmer, C.O. 2009. Theory U. Leading from the Future as it
Emerges. San Francisco: Berrett-Koehler Publishers.

Diskussion
Vilken typ av pluralism vill vi ha och hur ser vi
till att vi får den typen av pluralism?
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